A matter of experience.

EVOCA is a leading multinational company in the out-of-home coffee machine sector and OCS markets and supplies over 100 countries. This market leadership has been achieved and maintained by investing heavily in research and development and is the result of many years of technical and manufacturing experience, combined with a passion for innovation and design.

Necta HoReCa products are developed and produced using processes approved to three internationally recognised standards: one for quality (UNI EN ISO 9001:2015), one for the environment (UNI EN ISO 14001:2015), and one for occupational health and safety management system (BS OHSAS 18001:2007). EVOCA is committed to providing the market with first-class high quality products and the quality certification of all its plants underlines this significant commitment. With regard to the environment, EVOCA has always paid great attention to the environmental impact of its products and processes and continuously strives to keep this to a minimum. Finally, the OHSAS 18001 certification demonstrates EVOCA’s commitment to creating a safe and secure working environment, where the well-being of staff is a priority.

A further important certification achieved by EVOCA is supplied by IMQ, Istituto Italiano del Marchio di Qualità (Italian Quality Trademark Institute). This certification assures all EVOCA products meet the home appliance safety standards as well as the safety standards for commercial dispensers.
A MATTER OF STYLE.

Compact, easy to use and extraordinarily versatile, the Korinto Prime has it all. A result of more than forty years of experience at Necta, the Korinto Prime is a super-automatic hot drinks machine made to the highest quality, that allows it to support even the busiest locations.

Attention to detail, exquisite design, perfect lighting and unrivaled performance make Korinto Prime the focus for the ideal coffee break. Each is designed with soft, modern lines and is manufactured using a perfect balance of materials. Elegant ‘mood lighting’ illuminates both the front and sides and there’s a large display for managing both images and text. The back-lit, touch sensitive selection panel completes this perfect looking coffee machine, which is ideal for any location, such as hotels, B&B’s, club houses, restaurants and coffee shops.

Part of a long tradition of top of the range food and beverages solutions for Necta, Korinto Prime possesses advanced technology that ensures exceptional performance, excellent drink quality and ease of operation.

Superior technology to satisfy every need

If it’s style and sophistication you’re looking for, Korinto Prime has the answer. Necta has developed, designed and implemented different technology to create a perfect high quality drink for every taste.

Espresso

Thanks to the patented coffee brewer, the volumetric doser and the perfect extraction, which is required to make the best Italian espresso, Korinto Prime offers excellent coffee and a variety of other hot beverages, including frothy cappuccino and creamy hot chocolate.

Cappuccinatore

The new high-performance milk management system ensures the perfect dose every time, creating high-quality drinks that combine fresh milk with authentic Italian espresso.

Simple and stylish

Style and simplicity are synonymous with Korinto Prime and its ease of use is down to the simple display and conveniently situated touch sensitive selection panel, which helps the user choose their preferred beverage. Its compact dimensions make it easy to position and move, and there is wide selection menu offering up to eight different drinks.

ACCESSORIES

- Super-equipped base cabinet with solid and liquid waste containers plus cups/sugar/stirrers holders
- 20 litre water self feeding tank
- Payment system module
- Cup holder module
- Cup warmer
- Fridge
- Fridge with cup warmer